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ABSTRACT

Upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB), especially peptic ulcer bleeding, remains one of the most important causes of hospitalisation and mortality worldwide. In Asia, with a high prevalence of Helicobacter pylori infection, a potential difference in drug metabolism, and a difference in clinical management of UGIB due to variable socioeconomic environments, it is considered necessary to re-examine the International Consensus of Non-variceal Upper Gastrointestinal Bleeding with emphasis on data generated from the region. The working group, which comprised experts from 12 countries from Asia, recommended the use of the Blatchford score for selection of patients who require endoscopic intervention and which would allow early discharge of patients at low risk. Patients’ comorbid conditions should be included in risk assessment. A pre-endoscopy proton pump inhibitor (PPI) is recommended as a stop-gap treatment when endoscopy within 24 h is not available. An adherent clot on a peptic ulcer should be treated with endoscopy combined with a PPI if the clot cannot be removed. Routine repeated endoscopy is not recommended. High-dose intravenous proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are effective in reducing rebleeding from peptic ulcer disease. PPIs may interact with clopidogrel leading to a reduction in antiplatelet activity.

BACKGROUND

Although there is a general declining trend in the incidence of peptic ulcer disease, non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding (NVUGIB) remains a major prevalent and clinically significant condition worldwide. Recent studies suggest that the incidence of NVUGIB ranges from 20 to 60 per 100,000 population in North America and in Europe, with an increasing elderly population with comorbid illness.

The International Consensus Recommendations on the Management of Patients with Non-variceal Upper Gastrointestinal Bleeding (ICON-UGIB) published in 2010 was a collective wisdom of 34 voters from 15 countries. It takes into account the updated literature on the management of NVUGIB and draws up consensus guidelines based on the modified Delphi process. It has five sections—namely, 1. resuscitation, risk assessment and pre-endoscopy management; 2. endoscopic management; 3. pharmacological management; 4. non-pharmacological and non-endoscopic in-hospital management; 5. postdischarge management, including the use of aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Although the guidelines present comprehensive recommendations and the latest update of the literature, they do not

Significance of this study

What is already known about this subject?

► Both Blatchford and Rockall scores are suitable for predicting the need for endoscopic intervention in upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB).
► Endoscopic intervention within 24 h of onset of bleeding improves outcomes in patients at high risk.
► High-dose intravenous proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are effective in reducing rebleeding from peptic ulcer disease.
► PPIs may interact with clopidogrel leading to a reduction in antiplatelet activity.

What are the new findings?

► To assess the need for endoscopic intervention in Asian patients with UGIB, the Blatchford score is preferred.
► When an emergency endoscopy service is available over weekends and public holidays, no increased mortality is seen at these times.
► High-dose oral PPIs may be effective in reducing rebleeding in Asian patients.
► Among patients receiving clopidogrel and aspirin as dual treatment, prophylactic use of a PPI is still recommended to reduce the risk of adverse gastrointestinal (GI) events.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable future?

► Endoscopy should be made available in all practices to provide the service within 24 h of presentation of upper GI bleeding.
► When indicated, dual antiplatelet treatment should be prescribed with PPIs in patients who are at high risk for GI bleeding.
allow for the specific needs of resource-limited countries and differences due to ethnicity. For example, the use of pre-endoscopic proton pump inhibitor (PPI) treatment to down-stage endoscopic lesions and decrease the need for endoscopic intervention is considered in the ICON-UGIB. This causes financial burden to resource-limited countries in the Asia-Pacific region. High-dose infusion of a PPI is recommended as an adjuvant to endoscopic treatment but, after considering all the studies available, the ICON-UGIB did not reach a conclusion about the efficacy of either lower intravenous doses or high-dose oral PPI treatment. Furthermore, there are regional differences in Helicobacter pylori infection, metabolism of drugs such as PPIs and antiplatelet agents, which may have implications for the management of NVUGIB.

The Asia-Pacific Working Group of Upper Gastrointestinal Bleeding was a collection of gastroenterologists and surgeons who are in active clinical practice and research in gastroenterology. They came from 12 countries/regions—namely, Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. The aim of revising the management guidelines for UGIB is to consider the regional differences in patient characteristics and healthcare system. Whenever possible, Asian data were used to form the basis of the consensus statement. These guidelines are not meant to cover every detail in the management of NVUGIB. Instead, they highlight the important strategies that may be more suitable for use in the Asia-Pacific Region. The consensus meeting was convened in Bangkok in March 2010.

METHODS

Literature searches included Medline, Embase, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and ISI Web of Knowledge with manual searches of bibliographies of key articles and proceedings of abstracts of major gastroenterology meetings held in the past 5 years (Asian Pacific Digestive Week (APDW), Digestive Disease Week, United European Gastroenterology Week). Key words used include gastrointestinal bleeding, peptic ulcer disease and Asia. Studies from Asia were discussed in detail for their strengths and weaknesses. The specific features of these studies in relation to regional differences were emphasised.

Working group members who came from the 12 countries/regions mentioned above were selected from the scientific committee of the APDW 2010 for their expertise in areas of acute UGIB, evidence-based medicine and continuing medical education and representation of their own country/region. The preparation committee in this working group, which comprised Joseph Sung, KL Goh, Francis Chan and James Lau, identified statements to be discussed. Based on the modified Delphi process, the draft statements were sent to all members of the Asia-Pacific working group, together with evidence-based reviews and other pertinent literature. A first round of voting on the statements was conducted by email. Each statement was assessed on a five-point Likert scale: 1. accept completely; 2. accept with some reservation; 3. accept with major reservation; 4. reject with reservation; 5. reject completely. Results and comments were collated. Agreement with a statement by 80% of the working group (ie, the proportion of the working group answering 1 plus those answering 2 was ≥80%) was defined a priori as consensus. Based on first-round voting comments, modifications were made to the statements by a steering committee comprising Joseph Sung, KL Goh, Udom Kachintorn, Francis Chan, James Lau, Nageshwar Reddy, Neville Yeomans and Namish Vakil. These modified statements were discussed during the meeting, followed by a second round of voting with electronic keypads, until consensus was reached on all statements. Participants voted anonymously on statements after discussion and provided comments on the wording of the statements, which were progressively finalised through two separate iterations during the 2-day meeting. If there was still no consensus—that is, agreement was <80%, the statement was rejected. Members also discussed and agreed on the level of evidence for each modified statement. Each statement was assessed by the following criteria.

- **High.** Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.
- **Moderate.** Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.
- **Low.** Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.
- **Very low.** Any estimate of effect is uncertain.

The conference was underwritten by an unrestricted grant from AstraZeneca Asia. In order to avoid industrial influence on the process of consensus development, only working group members were allowed in the conference room. Mandatory written disclosure of financial declared conflicts of interest within the 24 months before the meeting were obtained a priori from all voting participants and included in conference materials.

**CONSENSUS STATEMENTS**

A pre-endoscopy prognostic scale is useful to predict patients that require endoscopic intervention (agreement: 86.6%, level of evidence: moderate)

The ICON-UGIB states that ‘Prognostic scales are recommended for early stratification of patients into low- and high-risk categories for rebleeding and mortality.’ Indeed, the widely studied Rockall score\(^2\) and Blatchford score\(^3\) use clinical, laboratory and endoscopic data to predict rebleeding and mortality. However, if scores are used only for prediction of rebleeding and mortality, they cannot be applied to the initial management of UGIB. The Blatchford and pre-endoscopic Rockall scores use only clinical and laboratory parameters to identify patients who require endoscopic intervention. In a recent study from Hong Kong, the Blatchford and pre-endoscopic Rockall scores were prospectively calculated for all patients and the need for therapeutic endoscopy was determined.\(^4\) One thousand and eighty-seven patients were included in that study, which showed that those who need endoscopic treatment require a significantly higher Blatchford score. It is useful for predicting patients who may not need endoscopic treatment by using a threshold of 0 (low risk) and ≥1 (high risk). On the other hand, although the pre-endoscopic Rockall score was also significantly higher in those who required therapeutic endoscopy than in those who did not, it could not definitely identify those who required endoscopic treatment at a particular score. The disappointing receiver operating characteristic value for the Blatchford score in the Hong Kong study is at odds with two large UK studies.\(^3\) \(^5\) The discrepancy is probably because these UK studies used a broader range of outcomes (transfusion, endoscopy and surgery) whereas the Hong Kong study focused on the need for endoscopic intervention, which is the most important clinical parameter in the management of UGIB. Therefore, the working group concluded that the Blatchford score should be used to assess the need for endoscopic intervention in Asian patients with UGIB. As there is only one study from Asia to examine this issue, the level of evidence was graded as moderate.
Early discharge of patients with low-risk endoscopic lesions, after consideration of comorbid factors, is generally safe and cost saving (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: moderate to low)

Can we triage patients for outpatient care or early discharge after hospitalisation based on their clinical and endoscopic findings? The Rockall score provide useful endoscopic criteria for a patient at low risk. Two studies from Asia have confirmed also that early discharge is possible without increasing the risk of morbidity and mortality.6 7 Yet these are cohort studies and data from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are scanty. Two small-scale prospective randomised trials from Europe suggested that early discharge of these patients from hospital did not affect the need for surgery and mortality of patients.8 9 A recent prospective cohort study from Hong Kong also found that a Blatchford score of 0 is a good indicator of patients at low risk, who can be discharged without admission as these patients do not require endoscopic intervention.4 However, one must differentiate between patients with ulcers at low risk for rebleeding against patients at low risk for mortality. As a survey in over 10 000 cases of peptic ulcer bleeding in Hong Kong showed three-quarters of patients died not because of uncontrolled or recurrent bleeding, but because of non-bleeding causes such as cardiopulmonary decompensation and multi-organ failure10; patients may have ulcers with a low risk for recurrent bleeding but die from comorbid conditions. Gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding may represents a terminal event in the multi-organ system failure. The endoscopic scoring may not apply to low-risk lesions in patients at high risk with multiple comorbidities. Patients may have a low risk for a rebleeding ulcer but age and comorbid illness determine their risk of dying. Therefore, in this statement, the working group specifies in patients with low-risk endoscopic lesions that due consideration should be given to the comorbid conditions of the patients. As there is a lack of large-scale randomised trials examining this subject, the level of evidence was graded as moderate to low. Further studies in this area are warranted.

Pre-endoscopy proton pump inhibitor is recommended where early endoscopy or endoscopic expertise is not available within 24 h (agreement: 86.7%, level of evidence: low)

A large single-centre randomised controlled study showed that pre-endoscopic use of PPIs at a high dose can downgrade the signs of haemorrhagic of peptic ulcer disease.11 As a result, fewer patients required endoscopic intervention. However, the use of PPIs under such conditions does not translate into reduction in recurrent bleeding, surgery and mortality rates. This finding was consolidated by a subsequent meta-analysis.12 The ICON-UGIB guidelines stated that “pre-endoscopic PPI treatment may be considered to downstage the endoscopic lesion and decrease the need for endoscopic intervention but should not delay endoscopy.”13 This working group has deliberated on the implications of this statement and found that it fails to point to a specific strategy in the acute management of UGIB. Should a pre-emptive PPI be routinely given to all patients presenting with symptoms and signs of UGIB, or should it be recommended only for a selected population? The recommendation should not be constructed as discouraging clinicians who use pre-emptive PPIs for all patients with UGIB. In fact, in a decision analysis based on the Hong Kong model, the use of a high-dose PPI before endoscopy increases the upfront cost but reduces subsequent procedures and hence duration of hospital stay, and thus is still a cost-effective measure.13 However, the working group considered that a pre-endoscopy PPI may be valuable in practices when early endoscopy or endoscopic expertise is not available within 24 h. Under these circumstances, pre-endoscopy PPI may buy time to stabilise patients before definitive treatment can be arranged. This may be the case for some countries or communities in Asia, especially in rural areas, where medical facilities are limited or in countries where only licensed endoscopists are allowed to perform therapeutic endoscopy. In the Hong Kong study,11 the mean time to endoscopy after the start of intravenous PPI infusion was <24 h in both PPI and placebo groups of patients. No randomised study has been carried out to compare pre-emptive PPI against early endoscopy, and thus the recommendation can only be based on logical deduction and expert opinion.

Endoscopic intervention within 24 h of onset of bleeding improves outcomes in patients at high risk (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: moderate)

Early endoscopy has been advocated for the management of UGIB but the optimal timing is still debated. Most of the data available are based on retrospective cohorts. Only three randomised trials are available, two of which came from Asia.14–16 A systematic review concluded that endoscopy within 12 h or earlier does not result in a better clinical outcome.17 There is no improvement in mortality, reduction in surgical need or reduced requirement for blood transfusion and very early endoscopy often leads to increased use of endoscopic treatment for advanced signs of haemorrhage, which may not be necessary.17 Endoscopy within 24 h of presentation is recommended for management of UGIB. In most centres in developed countries, an endoscopy service is available throughout the week but not necessarily over the weekends and public holidays. Three studies from the USA recently indicated that patients with UGIB admitted over the weekends have a higher mortality, probably related to the longer endoscopy waiting time.18–20 In Asia, when an emergency endoscopy service is available over weekends and public holidays, this ‘weekend effect’ is not evident.21 Therefore, the working group recommends that all hospitals provide sufficient resources for an endoscopy service that can offer an examination within 24 h after patient presentation, including weekends and holidays. The working group discussed two exceptional circumstances in which urgent endoscopy should be considered. In patients at very high risk who are haemodynamically unstable and in patients presenting with massive haematemesis, endoscopy should be performed as soon as patients are stabilised with resuscitation. On the other hand, in patients who have critical cardiopulmonary conditions, endoscopy should be postponed until the blood pressure, heart rate and oxygenation of blood is stabilised. More randomised study to investigate the timing of endoscopy is necessary.

Endoscopic treatment plus PPI is preferable to a PPI alone in ulcers with adherent clots resistant to vigorous irrigation (agreement: 86.7%, level of evidence: moderate to low)

The optimal endoscopic treatment for a peptic ulcer with an adherent blood clot is controversial. The ICON-UGIB included two statements on this topic but the conclusion is still ambiguous. ‘The finding of a clot in an ulcer bed warrants targeted irrigation in an attempt at dislodgement with appropriate treatment of the underlying lesions’.11 On the other hand, ‘the role of endoscopic treatment for ulcers with adherent clot is controversial. Endoscopic treatment may be considered, although intensive PPI treatment may be sufficient.’21 The difficulty in this scenario is that if a clot is removable, and an underlying protuberant vessel is exposed, there is little doubt...
that it should be treated with either thermal coagulation or clips.\textsuperscript{25} However, there are occasions that the clot cannot be removed even with vigorous targeted irrigation. Not all endoscopists are comfortable to cheese-wire an adherent clot using a polypectomy snare in case it will provoke bleeding that cannot be stopped. To complicate the issue further, it is well known that sometimes it is difficult to distinguish a clot from a protuberant vessel.\textsuperscript{25} Furthermore, the definition of adherent clot is not clearly defined. In practical terms, it is also difficult to calibrate both the vigour of irrigation and the length of time for which irrigation should be attempted before announcing failure to remove clot. In a recent post hoc analysis based on the PUB study,\textsuperscript{24} the risk of recurrent bleeding was found to be higher in patients with peptic ulcer with an adherent clot (17.6% re-bled within 72 h, OR=4.12, 95% CI 1.27 to 13.3) than in those with a protuberant blood vessel (11.3% re-bled within 72 h, OR=2.62, 95% CI 1.05 to 6.54).\textsuperscript{25}

Based on a meta-analysis which included six studies representing 240 patients from the USA, Hong Kong, South Korea and Spain, endoscopic treatment is considered better than medical treatment for prevention of recurrent haemorrhage in patients with bleeding peptic ulcers and adherent clot.\textsuperscript{20} The study was criticised for combining studies with a variable study design and hence the summary statistics may be misleading.\textsuperscript{29} Recurrent bleeding is likely to be reduced and requirement for surgery decline after endoscopic intervention only in populations with a high rate of rebleeding after removing clots\textsuperscript{29} and Asian populations belongs to this category.\textsuperscript{24}

Based on existing evidence, the working group recommended vigorous target irrigation of a blood clot covering peptic ulcers for at least 5 min. For an adherent clot resistant to irrigation, endoscopy combined with injection treatment and thermal coagulation or mechanical device would be applied together with a PPI. There may be a chance of overtreating some patients who have a low risk of recurrent bleeding. However, existing evidence cannot differentiate between high-risk and low-risk blood vessels at the base of peptic ulcer. Further studies are needed to support this recommendation.

**Second-look endoscopy is not routinely recommended after endoscopic haemostasis but should be reserved for selected patients at high risk for rebleeding (agreement: 93.3%, level of evidence: moderate to low)**

The benefit of routine repeat endoscopy after endoscopic haemostasis in the management of UGIB is another contentious area. Evidence for so-called second-look endoscopy is based mostly on small-scale studies. While routine second-look endoscopy may not benefit all patients with UGIB, a selected population of patients at high risk may be benefit from this strategy.\textsuperscript{28} Overall, the outcome measurement including recurrent bleeding, surgery, mortality, blood transfusion and length of hospital stay are not improved by the use of routine second-look endoscopy.\textsuperscript{29} In a randomised study from Hong Kong comparing routine second-look endoscopy with repeated treatment versus routine use of high-dose PPIs, the recurrent bleeding rates at 3 days, 1 week and 1 month between the two groups were almost identical.\textsuperscript{30} There is no difference in transfusion requirement, surgical operation or mortality using the two strategies. However, as more data become available and are pooled in a meta-analysis, with the endoscopic treatment being combined with injection treatment (which provides only temporary haemostasis) or thermal coagulation (which provides more definitive haemostasis), there is evidence suggesting that routine second-look endoscopy with thermal treatment may make a difference.\textsuperscript{31} Less recurrent bleeding was reported after repeated thermal coagulation (4.5%) than single endoscopy (15.7%). Unlikely thermal coagulation, second-look endoscopy with repeated injection treatment did not prevent rebleeding (17.6%) in comparison with the single treatment (20.8%). The ICON-UGIB stated that ‘routine second-look endoscopy is not recommended’.\textsuperscript{1} This panel considers that there is room for further research in this area to identify a specific group of patients for whom second-look endoscopy with definitive haemostasis with a thermal or mechanical device may be beneficial.

**As an adjunct to endoscopic treatment**

A. A high-dose intravenous (IV) PPI is effective in reducing rebleeding and the need for surgery (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: high).

B. A high-dose oral PPI may be effective in reducing rebleeding in Asian patients (agreement: 93.3%, level of evidence: moderate).

C. Insufficient data exist on low-dose IV PPI to justify its use (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: moderate to low).

An IV bolus followed by infusion of a high-dose PPI reduces recurrent bleeding, need for repeated endoscopy, surgery and blood transfusion. This is evident in the Cochrane meta-analysis of data, including 24 RCTs,\textsuperscript{32} 33 which showed that even mortality is reduced with the use of intravenous high-dose PPIs. Indeed, high-dose PPI infusion has already been adopted as a standard of care in many Western countries. The initial discrepancy between European and Asian studies has also been resolved by a multinational prospective randomised trial using esomeprazole in the high-dose infusion regimen in the PUB study.\textsuperscript{34} The mortality in that study was relatively low and may not entirely reflect the real-life situation where peptic ulcer bleeding is managed in smaller centres with less experience. The use of high-dose intravenous PPIs has also been found to be cost effective in both Asia and America.\textsuperscript{34, 35}

One interesting observation in the PUB study is that a post hoc analysis suggested that the benefit of PPI is greater in those who have *H pylori* infection (rebleeding rate dropped from 8.4% to 3.7%) than in those who did not have the infection (rebleeding rate dropped from 11.8% to 9.8%).\textsuperscript{24} This finding implies that *H pylori* infected patients may have a lower acid output and hence an augmented effect of acid suppression by PPIs. Thus it is not difficult to understand that in some Asian studies, even oral PPIs have been found to be useful in preventing recurrent bleeding from peptic ulcers.\textsuperscript{36–40} Although the Cochrane pooled data showed that only high-dose IV PPIs, but not oral PPIs or low-dose IV PPIs, benefit patients and result in improved clinical outcome, there are obvious differences between Asian and non-Asian studies.\textsuperscript{32} 33 Two studies from Asia showed that oral PPIs as an adjunct to endoscopic treatment reduced the risk of recurrent bleeding. Javid et al used oral omeprazole 40 mg twice daily for 5 days and found that recurrent bleeding was reduced from 21% to 7%.\textsuperscript{39} Kaviani et al also found that oral omeprazole 20 mg given every 6 h for 5 days reduced recurrent bleeding by almost 50%.\textsuperscript{40} This observation is also considered in the ICON-UGIB, which suggest that oral doses of PPIs equivalent to four times the standard daily oral dose can be considered.\textsuperscript{1}

Although strong evidence demonstrates the efficacy of high-dose IV PPI treatment after successful endoscopy, it is not possible to draw definite conclusions about the efficacy of a lower IV dose of PPI. Meta-analysis by Laine and McQuaid found that lower doses of PPIs may reduce rebleeding compared
with placebo or no treatment. A recent meta-analysis comparing high-dose and non-high-dose PPIs after endoscopic treatment in patients with bleeding peptic ulcers concluded that there was no difference in the outcome. The study, however, was limited by multiple methodological flaws, such as including inappropriate studies and insufficient sample size. In Korea, studies comparing low-dose IV PPIs with a standard high-dose regimen have been carried out but the results are conflicting. Head-to-head comparisons and subgroup analysis of high versus lower IV doses are also underpowered. Therefore, a low-dose regimen of IV bolus or infusion of PPIs cannot be recommended.

**Angiographic embolisation should be considered as an alternative to surgery in patients for whom endoscopic haemostatic treatment has failed (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: low)**

When a first endoscopy fails to control peptic ulcer bleeding, surgery offers a better chance to secure haemostasis but repeated endoscopic treatment carries fewer complications. However, because of advanced age and serious comorbid illnesses, not all patients are suitable candidates for surgery. Angiographic embolisation has been used in the treatment of peptic ulcer bleeding. In a French series of 60 patients, embolisation treatment controlled gastroduodenal bleeding in 95% of cases after endoscopic failure. There is no solid evidence to support the use of angiographic embolisation as an alternative to surgery after endoscopic treatment has failed to control bleeding of UGIB. A retrospective study from Italy showed no significant differences between embolisation treatment and surgery for rates of rebleeding, surgery or mortality. Another retrospective study from Hong Kong also showed that angiographic embolisation is valuable for uncontrolled ulcer bleeding. Gelatin sponges, polyvinyl alcohol, cyanoacrylate have been used for embolisation but coils are most commonly used. It is well known that because of the vascular nature of the stomach and duodenum, more than one vessel will often need to be embolised to control bleeding. Recurrence of bleeding after a successful procedure is not uncommon. The working group recommends that clinicians should consider angiographic embolisation as a possible alternative treatment, especially for patients with high surgical risk. Since there is a lack of solid evidence, the working group suggests that angiographic embolisation should be considered as an alternative only if expertise is available. A prospective randomised study is urgently needed to shed light on the efficacy of this treatment.

**Among patients with arthritis and a history of ulcer bleeding who require NSAIDs**

A. Both non-selective NSAID plus a PPI and a COX-2 selective NSAID reduce rebleeding but substantial risk remains (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: high).

B. A COX-2 selective NSAID plus a PPI offers the best available upper GI protection (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: moderate).

It is known that in patients who have a history of peptic ulcer bleeding, the use of both a COX-2 selective NSAID and an NSAID plus a PPI have reduced but not eliminated risk of recurrent bleeding. In a study which randomised patients to receive either diclofenac 75 mg twice daily plus omeprazole 20 mg per day or celecoxib 200 mg twice daily, over a period of 6 months, rebleeding occurred in 6.4% and 4.9%, and recurrent ulcer reported in 26% and 19%, respectively. These are still substantial proportions of patients and therefore, it is necessary to find a treatment strategy to further reduce risk of recurrent bleeding from peptic ulcers with the use of analgesics. In a randomised controlled study from Asia, in which *H pylori* negative patients with a history of peptic ulcer bleeding were assigned to receive either celecoxib 200 mg twice daily plus esomeprazole twice daily or celecoxib 200 mg twice daily plus placebo, recurrent rebleeding was reported in almost 9% in the placebo group but 0% in the PPI group. A similar study using celecoxib 200 mg daily in comparison with naproxen 750 mg daily plus lansoprazole 30 mg daily produced an almost identical result—that is, the rates of ulcer complications were similar but still substantial. However, a head-to-head comparison of a COX-2 selective NSAID plus PPI and an NSAID plus PPI is lacking. Despite this limitation, a COX-2 selective NSAID plus PPI probably offers the best available option because this strategy has been shown to be better than a COX-2 selective NSAID alone and there is evidence that NSAIDs plus PPIs provide upper GI protection equivalent to that of a COX-2 inhibitor alone.

**Among aspirin users with high cardiothrombotic risk who develop ulcer bleeding, aspirin should be resumed as soon as possible once haemostasis is established (agreement: 86.6%, level of evidence: moderate)**

Discontinuing antiplatelet treatment in patients with high cardiothrombotic risk increases the likelihood of occurrence of an adverse cardiovascular event. This phenomenon has been well demonstrated in a small retrospective study and more recently a prospective RCT. This Asian study added a high-dose intravenous PPI followed by an oral PPI to low-dose aspirin, and showed that patients whose aspirin treatment was discontinued after endoscopic haemostasis of ulcer bleeding had a lower risk of recurrent bleeding but significantly higher mortality. Most of the mortality was related to cardiovascular and cerebrovascular death. In this study, however, the prolonged discontinuation of aspirin for 8 weeks was a concern. There was no evidence to suggest that discontinuation for 30 days or shorter will increase mortality. Currently, there is a lack of clinical data to provide guidance on a ‘safe’ period of discontinuation of aspirin or antiplatelet agents. Given the evidence of potential harm associated with discontinuation of antiplatelet agents, the working group recommends that aspirin should be resumed as soon as possible after achieving endoscopic haemostasis within a few days after endoscopy. As the first 3 days after index bleeding account for about 80% of rebleeding occurrence, and as the antiplatelet activity of aspirin is irreversible until new platelets are being produced in the bone marrow, it is sensible to restart aspirin at day 3–5 provided that the patient’s haemodynamic condition is stable.

Data are lacking in the literature to indicate whether patients receiving clopidogrel should also resume the drug early after bleeding is brought under control. In view of the similar antiplatelet activity of clopidogrel and aspirin, it might be prudent to stop clopidogrel also for 5–7 days and resume after stabilisation. There is also no evidence to guide the treatment of patients taking dual antiplatelet agents (eg, aspirin plus clopidogrel) who develop upper GI bleeding. Patients receiving clopidogrel usually have a previous coronary stent placement. The optimal timing of resuming clopidogrel or dual antiplatelet treatment needs to be individualised because it depends on the duration of stent placement (eg, a coronary stent placed within 5 days carries a much higher risk of thrombosis than a stent placed beyond 30 days), the type of stent (ie, drug-eluting vs bare metal stents) and, probably, the ease of endoscopic...
Clopidogrel alone is not a safer alternative than the combination of low-dose aspirin plus PPI in patients with increased risk of ulcer bleeding (agreement: 100%, level of evidence: moderate)

With the ageing population world wide, many patients with cardiovascular or cerebrovascular diseases require long-term antiplatelet agents to prevent vascular thrombosis. The CAPRIE study, with a large study population and careful study design, has convincingly shown that clopidogrel is a safer drug to use than aspirin in patients with vascular disorder, leading to less GI bleeding. However, it is worth pointing out that the CAPRIE study targeted a population at average risk rather than patients at high risk for UGIB. Conversely, it has been shown that patients receiving clopidogrel had an increased incidence of recurrent upper GI bleeding than patients receiving low-dose aspirin combined with a PPI. In an Asian randomised controlled study recruiting patients with a history of peptic ulcer bleeding who required antiplatelet agents, clopidogrel increased the risk of recurrent bleeding more than 10 times. However, the incidence of lower GI bleeding was the same with or without a PPI. Therefore, a PPI protects the upper GI tract from further injury by aspirin and the combination is safer than clopidogrel monotherapy. In this study, aspirin 80 mg daily was used. A similar study also from Hong Kong using esomeprazole 20 mg and aspirin 100 mg per day versus clopidogrel 75 mg daily in patients with history of peptic ulcer bleeding and treated H pylori infection showed a similar result. The risk of upper GI bleeding with low-dose aspirin is dose related. It is uncertain whether PPIs can confer the same degree of protection as higher doses of aspirin. Irrespective of the practice in Asian or Western countries, it is generally agreed that there is no added cardiovascular benefit of using aspirin beyond 160 mg daily. The interaction of clopidogrel and a PPI may hamper the antiplatelet activity of the former and hence is not favoured. The working group also discussed the cost of aspirin plus a PPI in comparison with clopidogrel; the former prescription is cheaper in most Asian countries.

Among patients receiving clopidogrel and aspirin as dual treatment, prophylactic use of a PPI reduces the risk of adverse GI events (agreement: 81.25%, level of evidence: moderate)

Use of dual antiplatelet agents is increasing as patients with acute coronary syndrome treated by coronary stenting are prescribed a combination of aspirin and clopidogrel for up to 12 months based on the PCI-CURE study. In the same study, however, it is obvious that the two antiplatelet agents together increase the risk of major GI bleeding from 0.7% to 1.3%. Yet, clopidogrel, a prodrug that needs to be metabolised in the liver by cytochrome P450 system (particularly 2C19), competes with PPIs, which are also metabolised by CYP2C19, and this has raised major concern. Loss of antiplatelet effect due to this biological interaction has been demonstrated in ex vivo studies on the platelet reactivity index. Retrospective case-control and cohort studies also indicated that PPI use leads to increased thrombosis of coronary stents and is associated with increase recurrent myocardial infarction. On the other hand, other studies reported no such association.

One of the explanations of this conflicting result is that the studies are mostly retrospective cohort studies in which risk factors for cardiovascular diseases such as smoking, hypertension, cholesterol levels, etc, were not controlled. Patients who were prescribed a PPI in addition to a dual antiplatelet agent may merely reflect the fact that those patients had more serious comorbid illness and therefore a PPI is merely a surrogate for more serious morbid illness. In a meta-analysis of 25 studies involving over 93 000 patients, analysis of propensity-matched or randomised trials showed no association between cardiovascular risk and PPI use. In contrast, other observational studies showed a significant association. It is worthwhile pointing out that the meta-analysis did not show significant association between PPI use and overall mortality. As indicated by an editorial recently, however, the existing regulatory decisions are not based on quality clinical studies and have relied more on surrogate markers such as in vitro platelet-inhibition studies. The only way to settle this issue is to conduct a carefully designed randomised study comparing dual antiplatelet agents (including clopidogrel) with or without a PPI for cardiovascular and GI adverse events. This was indeed done in the COGENT trial which was designed specifically to examine this topic. This multicentre randomised double-blind, double-dummy, placebo-controlled study showed that PPIs reduced GI bleeding but did not increase cardiovascular risk. Unfortunately, the study was terminated prematurely for financial reasons. Although this was an unfinished trial with incomplete enrolment and truncated follow-up of up to 155 days (median follow-up), the result gave the best available evidence that the interaction between a PPI and clopidogrel has, at most, a modest effect on thrombosis. Based on these results, the working group recommends adding a PPI to dual antiplatelet agents when indicated.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The management of upper GI bleeding has come a long way from the advent of endoscopic treatment, use of potent acid-suppressing agents and the complications of NSAID and antiplatelet usage. There is a pressing need for future studies to elucidate the effect of oral high-dose PPIs in prevention of recurrent bleeding, the optimal period of discontinuation of aspirin, the best protection for those who require double antiplatelet agents. On the endoscopic front, a simple scoring system to identify high-risk patients for endoscopic intervention, the role of angiographic embolisation when endoscopy fails to control bleeding, the selection criteria for high-risk patients who may require second-look endoscopy will be important future topics for research.

DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES

This consensus statement which is tailored for the Asian population will be disseminated by the following means: 1. presentations at future AFDW meetings as forums to an audience of predominantly Asian clinicians and 2. copies of this statement will be sent to national societies/associations of gastroenterology and endoscopists for their iteration and dissemination. It is hope that the consensus strategies will be updated regularly and adopted by health authorities in the Asia-Pacific region to improve the care of patients with UGIB.
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To resect or not to resect? That is the question

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
A 54-year-old Caucasian female, with a strong family history of renal cell carcinoma, presented with a left kidney lesion. She had a hysterectomy 20 years ago and no significant history of oral contraceptive use. During the current evaluation, she was found to have two hypervascular lesions in the left lobe of the liver in addition to a fatty liver on CT scan as well as MRI (figure 1A–C). The largest lesion was 2 cm in size. She was asymptomatic. Physical examination showed an obese woman with body mass index of 35.6 with an otherwise normal exam. Her laboratory results showed an aspartate aminotransferase of 88 U/I, alanine aminotransferase of 75 U/I, alkaline phosphatase of 93 U/I, total bilirubin of 0.6 mg/dl and direct bilirubin of 0.2 mg/dl. Her albumin, leucocytes, haemoglobin and platelets were all normal. She underwent a left nephrectomy. She also underwent a hepatectomy of segments 2 and 3 due to suspicion of metastatic disease. The pathology from the liver lesions is shown in figures 2 and 3.

QUESTION
What is the diagnosis of the liver lesions?
See page 1335 for answer

Figure 1 (A) MRI of the liver showing hyperintensity of one of the lesions (arrow) on T1-weighted gradient echo fat suppressed MR, arterial phase. (B) MRI of the liver showing hyperintensity of one of the lesions (arrow) on T1-weighted gradient echo fat suppressed MR, venous phase. Note the mild washout of the contrast in the lesion compared to the arterial phase image. (C) MRI of the liver on T2-weighted fast spin echo fat suppressed MR, showing strong hyperintensity of the lesion, with absence of central scar.

Figure 2 Section of one of the hepatic masses showing a portal-like area with arteries and veins but no bile ducts.


Editor’s quiz: GI snapshot

Figure 3 Haemangioima-like area from the mass. The lesion also showed prominent stenosis.
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Variation in ICOSLG influences Crohn’s disease susceptibility

Recent genome-wide association studies have identified more than 70 loci which confer susceptibility to Crohn’s disease (CD). However, the critical coding regions within most of these loci are largely unidentified and it is therefore important that further work is carried out to robustly identify the candidate genes to guide future deep sequencing studies. A locus on chromosome 21q22 harbouring several genes including inducible T cell costimulator (ICOSLG), autoimmune regulator (AIRE) and periodic tryptophan protein 2 homologue (PWP2) has been shown to influence susceptibility to both adult and paediatric CD and ulcerative colitis (UC). The protein encoded by ICOSLG is intimately involved in the proliferation and differentiation of T lymphocytes (through binding with inducible T-cell costimulator (ICOS)), especially with regard to the balance between regulatory and Th17 subsets.

We read with interest the paper by Coquerelle et al. in GUT which demonstrated that the treatment of trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid-induced murine colitis was ameliorated by anti-CTLA-4 antibodies through the induction of ICOS+ regulatory T cells. This and other work have suggested a role for the ICOS–ICOSLG interaction in CD pathogenesis. We therefore used a gene-wide haplotype-tagging approach to assess the strength of association across the ICOSLG gene and to delineate the region of strongest association with childhood-onset CD to further assess whether it has a role as a potential CD candidate gene. A total of 416 patients aged below 17 years diagnosed with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) within Scotland (278 CD, 101 UC and 57 IBD-unclassified) and 755 parents (276 complete trios) were genotyped for four single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), tagging the two haplotype blocks encoding ICOSLG as well as the region extending to rs762421 (which achieved a genome-wide significance in the CD meta-analysis by Barrett et al.). Detailed phenotypic characteristics of this cohort have been previously described. SNPs were selected using HapMap data based on solid spine of linkage disequilibrium and minor allelic frequency >0.1, thus tagging haplotypes with a frequency >5%. A detailed single marker and haplotype analysis by transmission disequilibrium testing (Patterson’s test) was carried out using Haplovip (v 4.2) with robust permutation analysis (n=100 000).

The two-marker haplotypes (rs762421A/G–rs8126734A/G and rs283529G/C–rs4818890C/A, both located within the 3′ untranslated region (UTR) of ICOSLG) showed weak associations with overall IBD susceptibility (single marker and haplotype analysis: p<0.05) which did not retain significance after permutation analysis. However, the strength of this association increased substantially when we focused our analysis on childhood-onset CD. After stringent permutation analysis, the rs8126734A allele showed a significant overtransmission to affected CD patients (p=0.02, OR 1.81 [95% CI 1.26 to 2.58]) with D′ and r2 for rs762421 having values of 0.78 and 0.21, respectively. The two-marker haplotype consisting of rs762421A and rs8126734G also showed a significant distortion of transmission (p=0.05). Using a sliding two-marker haplotype analysis to assess the extent of the CD association signal from the 3′ UTR to the 5′ end of the ICOSLG coding sequence (rs2970558G/C is located in intron 3), we found that association signals do not extend upstream from rs8126734, thus implicating the 3′ interval between rs762421 and rs8126734 as a target region for deep sequencing.

We have applied the first family-based association analysis of ICOSLG in childhood-onset CD, thus minimising the effect of population stratification. We demonstrated that the signal at the 21q22 locus is most likely to be due to germline variation at the 3′ end of ICOSLG. Therefore, our analysis makes it less likely for non-synonymous ICOSLG SNPs or other genes in the region (such as PWP2 or AIRE) to contribute significantly to inherited CD susceptibility. Deep sequencing of the 3′ UTR of the ICOSLG gene is now warranted to identify causative variants, potentially affecting mRNA stability.
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